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Want to make better decisions? ProGrid Evaluation
Solutions™ can help your organization optimize its
decision-making matrix and unlock the power of the
ProGrid™ methodology.

All ProGrid™ Advisory Services are available to
you based on a reasonable hourly or daily rate for
specialized consulting services plus direct travel
expenses.

ProGrid™ Advisory Services
ProGrid Evaluation Solutions™ representatives are
available to assist you with all your decision-making
needs.

Generic Language Ladder™

How it Works
Your ProGrid™ Advisor will work with you to
develop a customized decision-making matrix
using our proprietary Language Ladder™ process.
A core element of the ProGrid methodology is
the Language Ladder process, which clarifies and
optimizes your decision-making criteria. Your ProGrid
Advisor helps you navigate the Language Ladder
process and structures a decision-making matrix
tailored to your specific needs.
When it’s decision time, your ProGrid™ Advisor can
remain with you every step of the way. Your ProGrid
Advisor can attend your decision meeting or offer
other consulting services associated with your
decision-making process.

D

The expectations of the
criterion are exceeded

C

All of the expectations of
the criterion are met

B

Some of the expectations
of the criterion are met

A

None of the expectations
of the criterion are met
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ProGrid™ Analytical Services

How it Works

With your decision-making matrix in place,
ProGrid Evaluation Solutions™ representatives
can facilitate access to the proprietary ProGrid™
software application best suited to your needs.

1. Gather

ProGrid™ Analytical Services are available on a
pay-per-use basis for each option or
opportunity being evaluated.
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	Your ProGrid™ Analyst will provide you with
a standard set of forms to record critical
information on each option or opportunity
being considered.

2. Evaluate
	Based on the information gathered, your
ProGrid™ Analyst will provide customized
evaluation forms for distribution to all members
of your decision-making team. These forms
allow your team to individually evaluate, record
comments and rank each option or opportunity
according to your specific decision-making
matrix.

3. Report
	Your ProGrid™ Analyst enters the completed
evaluation forms into a ProGrid software
application to generate a series of reports
designed to simplify and accelerate a rigorous
decision-making process. Reports are delivered
to you electronically within two business days of
submitting the completed evaluation forms.

4. Decide
	Your decision-making team uses the ProGrid™
reports and evaluator comments to focus
discussion and make the best possible decisions.

5. Respond

RESPOND

	Following your decision, your ProGrid™ Analyst
can help you close-the-loop by offering ProGrid
reports specifically designed to provide valuable
feedback to option or opportunity proponents
and other key stakeholders.
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